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Abstract
Various studies have been conducted in the development of patient-derived xenograft (PDX) for investigating the efficacy of anti-cancer drugs. However, they still
have the critical limitations, such as delay with engraftment time in mice and high maintenance cost. To overcome this limitation, we have established ex vivo gastric
cancer PDX culture conditions using porcine stomach tissue-derived decellularized extracellular matrix (St-dECM). We fabricated a large number of samples from one
PDX tissue in a day by cutting a single PDX into small pieces and encapsulating them into St-dECM. Our system provide a microenvironment for PDX growth in ex
vivo. This process can improve production efficiency, reduce the time and cost for sub-culturing PDX and achieve mass production for drug screening. Furthermore,
we confirmed different drug resistance depending on the type of PDX upon 5-fluorouracil treatment. These ex vivo PDX culture platform might be used for various
cancer drug screening as well as evaluation method to validate rapid patient-specific drug response.

Conclusion
•

The ex vivo PDX culture platform fabricated a large number of samples from one PDX tissue in a day by cutting a single PDX into small pieces and
encapsulating them into St-dECM.

•

This process could improve production efficiency, reduce the time and cost for sub-culturing PDX and achieve mass production for drug screening.

•

The ex vivo PDX culture platform provided a microenvironment for PDX growth ex vivo, and also allowed long term culture and anticancer drug test.

•

The ex vivo PDX culture platform was easier to control normal cell contamination problems than conventional PDX models, providing an ideal culture
system for cancer research.

•

This ex vivo PDX culture platform might be used for various cancer drug screening as well as evaluation method to validate rapid patient-specific drug
response.
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